
Which Jetmaster Fireplaces Complement Contemporary Decorating? 

The cheats answer to this question would be, ‘almost all of them’, but realistically there are some Jetmaster Fireplaces which simply ‘fit’ 

contemporary styled décor better.  

It isn’t hard to see why Jetmaster are one of the Gas Log Fire Company’s most highly sought after brands. Their extensive range of 

finishes, styles, sizes, and grills, defines Jetmaster Fireplaces as one of the most adaptable heaters coordinating with nearly all styles of 

décor.  

Not only do Jetmaster Fireplaces fit most of the upwardly trending modes of decorating, such as Minimalist/Modern and Nordic, but their 

Gas Coal Burner Grates and Curve Wood Heaters perfectly express the elegant simplicity of Contemporary Décor.  

To define Contemporary Style think of no curtains, nothing to dust, and no frills, flounces or over-done 

embellishments. If you are overly fond of simple, well placed, furnishings combined with open spaces, then the 

chances are you are a devotee of Contemporary Styled Décor as described by Houzz. There aren’t too many wood 

fires that have such a stunningly uncomplicated appearance as Curve Wood Fireplaces, or is such an agreeable 

addition to Contemporary Design as Jetmaster Fireplaces Gas Pebble or Coal Burner Grates.  

Forget an awkward, bulky shaped wood firebox dominating your living space;  Jetmaster’s Curve Wood Fireplaces 

precisely express the elements of Contemporary Style. The simple, raised, curved glass inserted, front-opening door 

of the fireplace, and offers elegance without compromising any of the strong Contemporary Design elements. Cleverly, 

Jetmaster Fireplaces have integrated the Stainless Steel handle at the front of the fireplace to complement its stylish 

design features. Although Jetmaster’s Curve Wood Fireplace is free-standing with a generous space between the floor 

and fireplace allowing for wood storage, we strongly suggest complimenting your décor, by having separate wood 

storage in a geometrical, clean-lined storage unit close-by.  

Similarly, Jetmaster Fireplaces manufacture their range of 

Gas Pebble or Coal Burner Grates, which offers such a large choice of styles it is easy to find one 

that also perfectly integrates into Contemporary Styled Décor. With such versatility, it’s easy to see 

why these are one of the most popular lines we carry at the Gas Log Fire Company. Stylists who are 

looking to compliment contemporary features should not discount the simple, clean lines of 

Jetmaster’s stainless steel Topaz designer units and grills. Most of Jetmaster’s Topaz range comes in 

stainless steel, or black outer facings, and realistic, simulated coal, log or pebble burner materials. 

We suggest that either the pebble or coals would integrate well within Contemporary Style guidelines 

of smooth, simple shapes and textures. 

All Jetmaster’s Topaz Range come with all the exceptional features that define Jetmaster Fireplaces as a quality product,  
 a range of sizes 

 enough radiant heat to warm even the coldest of toes 

 self-controlled heat settings  

 reliable piezo ignition 

http://www.houzz.com.au/ideabooks/27267295/list/so-your-style-is-contemporary?irs=US
http://gaslogfiresmelbourne.com/product/topaz-series/


 can usually be inserted into pre-existing fireplaces 

 Jetmaster’s firebox 15 year guarantee  

 high output heating efficiency 
 

Remember, if you are seeking to furnish your home with Contemporary Décor features, then the Jetmaster Fireplaces Curve Wood and 

Topaz range of heaters are designed to be compatible with the rest of your furnishings. 

For any information about the specifications or installation of Jetmaster Fireplaces, or any other different makes and models of 

Fireplaces, or for our free quote and consultation service, pay a visit to our Gas Fireplace Showroom Melbourne: Unit 7 of 29/31 Clarice 

Road, Box Hill South, Phone: 1300 373 745, like us on Facebook, fill out our enquiry form, or simply email us.  

 

This blog is general in nature and is ONLY meant to give readers an overview of the subject matter. Do NOT rely on this information for your specific needs. If you are planning to install a 

fireplace in your home or business we highly recommend that you call us and arrange for an accredited fireplace installation professional to visit your premises to advise on your 

SPECIFIC requirements. We offer this as a free service to the entire Melbourne metro area.  
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